
Canvas Cargo Shorts Supplier,Multi-pockets dickies work shorts
 
product show:

 





Description:
 
1. Support apply for packing list; carton list; origin certificate;SASO certification.
 
2. With multi pockets feature; support functions that you can put your mobile phone , pen, money and
tools.The style is the same as our 6 pockets cargo long pants.
 
3. 100%cotton ,240gsm 20X16 ,120X60 twill fabric .  More color choose chances, usually grey , green
,navy,black , Khaki.
 
4. The real fabric weight, we can meet any of your requirement no matter you need how heavy or
whatever fabric.We can find out in the market.
 
5. Your styles(OEM, your design techpacks or your physical reference samples) or our styles(ODM) 
 
 



Specifications:
 
Size European size,American size,Asian size (from xs to 5xl) or customized size

Minimum quantity 2000pcs

Design Not only can we make according to customers’ samples,but also we can help design it.

Samples The samples time is about two week,and if the samples are urgent,we can push it.

Package Each one in a poly bag or as customers’need,25pcs in one carton

Color Navy blue or customers’need

Logo Yes

Fit for: outside outdoor Waterproof Windproof Breathable workwear or sport wear

product type cargo work pants,cargo camo pants,work cargo pants

Function protective body warm and dry suit

Weight 260g/m2

Fabric 260gsm 20X16 ,120X60

More choice



About us

As one of leading manufacturers of safety products in wuhan, China more than 11 years, we mainly
produce and supply our products to Europe, north and south America and Middle East. In 2015, our output
value is 14.5 million us dollar. Two pattern designers over 20 years experience. The newest software for
pattern making, efficient and precision. Eight QC inspector control the quantity from cutting, sewing,
packing, ironing all the way, about two hundred 10-15 years experience workers, strong accountability
mechanisms, good quality and cheap price, SGS certificate, free sample hot sales in the market, customed,
directly manufacture.

Production line

Contact us




